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For the love of

ELEPHANTS

MEET FRANCOISE MALBY-ANTHONY, THE PASSIONATE WOMAN
WHO KEEPS THE LATE ELEPHANT WHISPERER’S LEGACY ALIVE
– AND MORE, WRITES KATRINE ANKER-NILSSEN
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rancoise left France for
South Africa 33 years
ago. And yes, it was for
love. “I met Lawrence
in 1987, while waiting
for a taxi in London,” she smiles.
“And that’s how it all started.”
In 1998 Francoise and renowned
conservationist Lawrence Anthony
bought a rundown 1 500 hectare
hunting game reserve in Zululand.
“Lawrence had the vision of a large
conservation area, and Thula Thula
was going to be the first step,”
says Francoise. “We welcomed our
famous herd of seven elephants in
1999 – and today we have 29!”
Hunting has not been permitted
for the past 22 years, and the Thula
Thula wildlife population has grown
beautifully – as well as the land. “We
have increased to 4 500 hectares
and are planning to expand further
soon,” says Francoise – adding
there are plenty of other beautiful
creatures at Thula Thula, including
rhino, hippo, buffalo and giraffe.
Francoise was thrown into
the deep end when Lawrence
passed away in 2012. “I was
totally unprepared for my new
responsibilities in conservation. A
woman, a blonde and a foreigner
… no one believed I was going to
make it,” she laughs. “I realised
how much I had to learn. Although
I had been in the bush for 14 years,
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I had been dealing mainly with the
admin, marketing and the running
of both our lodges.” But Francoise
grabbed the challenge headfirst,
and was also inspired to create the
Volunteers Academy – a centre
aiming to educate on the subject
of nature and wildlife conservation.
The NPO opened in July 2018 and
is a huge success. “Education

THE ELEPHANT
WHISPERER
Lawrence Anthony took in a
herd of wild elephants and
communicated with the matriarch
through the tone of his voice and
body language. In time he came
to be known as the elephant
whisperer, and his wonderfully
written book The Elephant
Whisperer (2009) is a true
reflection of his ability to be one
of the pachyderms. Francoise’s
recent book An Elephant In
My Kitchen (2018) is
equally inspiring.

LEFT: The renowned Thula
Thula elephant herd.

ABOVE: Lawrence and
Francoise.

BELOW: Shaka the elephant
and Thabo the rhino.
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is key to conservation, and
we need to inspire future
generations to raise awareness
on environmental issues and the
necessity to protect endangered
species,” says Francoise.
With the elephants visiting
Francoise at the main house
after Lawrence passed away,
she sensed the importance of
the need to carry on. “It was
as if they were trying to tell me
something. And it was a powerful
message: I was not alone, I had
a family to look after, I had a
responsibility that I could not give
up,” says Francoise. “The legacy
was now in my hands, and this
gave me direction and purpose.”
The elephants’ presence and
returning visits encouraged
Francoise to lead the Thula Thula
team to where they are now,
despite all storms, conflicts and
numerous challenges.
“There is never a dull moment,
always something unexpected
happening,” says Francoise.
“But I am blessed to be working
with a wonderful team who
have been with me for many
years and share my passion and
vision for Thula Thula and its »
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ABOVE: The fantastic Thula
Thula staff.

LEFT: Baby hippo Jo was born last

month – to parents Romeo and Juliette.

conservation projects.”
The expansion of Thula Thula,
with some private and some
community land for elephant
habitat, is one of the most exciting
projects currently on the go. “We
have almost reached our maximum
capacity in terms of habitat for our
special elephant family, and had
to implement a reversible male
elephant contraception programme
a few years ago to allow controlled
breeding,” explains Francoise. “With
this expansion, our special herd
will be able to enjoy much-needed
bigger space and renewed happy
family life with new births.”
The development will also improve
employment and education in the
local communities involved – with
more land to protect and manage.
“Twenty kilometres of new fencing,
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essential access roads, extra security,
guards training and equipment,
land management, removing nonindigenous plants and trees … the list
is endless,” says Francoise.
The introduction of a new
endangered species is also on the
cards – still confidential at this
stage, but to be revealed soon.
“We are also planning to introduce
more rhinos to increase our rhino
population,” says Francoise.
After the reserve’s last rhino, Heidi,
was slaughtered for her horn in
2009, Thula Thula adopted two baby
orphans called Thabo and Ntombi
– and hand-reared them until they
were 18 months old. “They were then
released into the reserve under 24/7
surveillance by armed guards. In
2013 their horns were infused with a
special dye to further protect them,
and in 2016 we were forced to take
the drastic measure of removing
their horns,” says Francoise. In 2017
satellite and GPS tracking collars
were also fitted on the rhinos.
“Despite the tragedy of our rhino
orphanage in February 2017, where
two of our orphan rhinos, Impi and
Gugu, were slaughtered by poachers
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for their horns, we decided not to
give up on our actions to save more
rhinos,” says Francoise. “In May last
year we acquired two female rhinos,
mother and daughter Mona and
Lisa, with the vision of creating a
growing rhino family at Thula Thula.
Sadly, Lisa passed away in January
of a viral infection. But in March
we had the most amazing surprise
when Mona gave birth to a baby
girl,” beams Francoise. “We named
her Sissi, short for Busisiwe in Zulu,
which means blessing.”
With a woman like Francoise at the

I have learnt
that adversity
and tragedy has
got a way to open
doors to new
roads of hope
and opportunities,
and that the most
important thing
when faced with
difficulty is the way
we respond to it”
– Francoise Malby-Anthony
helm, the fighting spirit of Lawrence
and Thula Thula will never cease. “I
have learnt that adversity and tragedy
has a way of opening doors to new
roads of hope and opportunities, and
that the most important thing when
faced with difficulty is the way we
respond to it,” says Francoise.
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FOR MORE INFO
Thula Thula has created a fun and
extremely popular adoption programme
to assist with fundraising for their
conservation projects. Email info@
thulathula.com or visit www.thulathula.
com for more information.

